The Schrodinger equation is solved on a variety of fractal lattices using a recursive technique. In this method, the energy levels and wave functions on a lattice with N"sites is calculated in terms of the corresponding quantities on a smaller lattice with N"& sites, via a kind of decimation process. As n~ao the resulting energy levels are discrete, very closely spaced, and highly degenerate.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Motivation
Recently, statistical physicists have begun' a systematic study of critical phenomena and statistical mechanics on a set of lattices of noninteger fractal dimensionality.
In general, these lattices have self-similar properties but do not obey full translational invariance in any ordinary (integral dimensional) space. One of the many reasons for the interest in these lattices is that they serve as models for the backbone of percolating systems.
In this paper we follow Ref. 3 in the consideration of solutions to the Schrodinger equation on such lattices. We are particularly interested in seeing how the density of states behaves in such self-similar but nontranslationally invariant systems. We hope that our results may be useful for gaining some understanding of localization problems on more random lattices. Since localization problems are rather intricate and have a structure which is still not fully elucidated, we shall seek out a class of particularly simple problems which can be exactly solved. These all involve special situations in which the lattice has a finite ramification number, i.e. , the lattice will fall apart if a finite number of sites are removed. We should not be surprised if such situations produce rather localized wave functions. However, we did find one rather surprising result: The density of states for the problems considered here are dominated by very highly degenerate states.
An additional surprising result is the form of the density of states. The energy levels are discrete and degenerate. However, as the number of sites goes to infinity, the density of states per site p(E) approaches a limit with an infinite number of different kinds of singularities ( e". =cos(2mE"~')'", while in the tight-binding problems E"~/t .
(1.4)
In each case, our decimation will imply a relationship between energies on the level-n lattice and those on the level-(n -1) lattice of the form
In each of our problems we consider a succession of lattices defined by an integer n. The level n lattice has N" sites and hence N"energies E"~. As n increases, N" increases geometrically.
We use a decimation method to eliminate sites from the level-n lattice and thereby generate the level-(n -1) lattice. Here we imagine that we are working on some particular lattice, e.g. , the Sierpinski gasket of Fig. 1 The level-n system had u =0. To force the level-(n -1) system into this same form we notice that u' only appears in the combination E -u'. Hence if we replace E by E -u', and u' by 0 we have changed nothing. The level-(n -1}system has its properties determined by an energy parameter In order to construct the Hamiltonian for the entire (decimated} lattice of one sites, note that each one site appears on the corner of two basic triangles; therefore the diagonal element appearing in the full H,ff is twice that of H~. Therefore, for the level-(n -1) system the effective Hamiltonian will be of the form (2.1}with on-site energy which the four (corner) sites belong to set 1, while the six internal ones belong to set 2 (see Fig. 2 ).
We now construct a single-tetrahedron Hamiltonian as was done in Eq. (2.13); note that each site from one is shared by two basic tetrahedra, and by the same manipulation as used before we get e'= -(e +6@+6) . 
III. ENERGY LEVELS AND EIGENSTATES
In this section we show how the recursion relations, derived in the preceding section, can be used in order to obtain the spectrum of eigenvalues and the eigenstates. All lattices considered will be built up by starting with a basic "structure" of a small number of sites, into which levels of new sites, each defined on a scale smaller than the previous one, are inserted. The eigenvalues of the system with n such insertions are related to those of a system with n -1 levels by relations (2.10}, (2.16), etc , which .can be written generically as X~k,a) =2'"-""~k , a), --0 must exist and be doubly degenerate.
In this way we find that the level-2 system has energy parameters ( -2, 2,0) and degeneracies N2( -2) =N2 --1 and N2(0)=2. This procedure is now repeated; after n =10 steps the density of states obtained is shown in Fig. 5 . For e"&2, the eigenstates |('"~+i are obtained by using (2.11c) to construct the amplitudes g'"+i from 1('"'. For e"+, --0 the known two eigenstates, f"+ i(l) = exp(+ , ' i~i) appe-ar. Fig. 1(a) . The gasket generated after n inser- The n =0 lattice of (a) transforms by decoration to the n =1 lattice of (b), from which, in turn, the lattice (c) with n =3 is obtained. provided e"&+2,1. These cases are now treated in detail.
Consider first an eigenvalue e"~---4, which gives rise, via (3.7), to one eigenvalue with e"= -4; the other solution of (3.7), namely e"=1, is discarded. Therefore, if the level-{n -1) system has N" i( -4} states with energy e"& ---4, these give rise to N"( 4) =N g -i ( -4) tions, in the manner indicated in the figure, contains 3~+~s i
We now proceed to construct an algorithm that will provide the energy levels e"and their multiplicities N"(e"),calculated from those of the system at level n -l. e"= -4, -1 which has to be considered separately [only one of the roots of (3.4) was taken]; these contribute { -1)N"( -1)+( 4)N"( --4). In addition, the special values e"=2,+ 1 must be added, thus obtaining
-2N"( -2)+N"(1) =0 . states, with e"= -4, at level n. The second "problematic" value is e" i --2. If its multiplicity is N" i(2), one gen-Using now (3.8), (3.10), and (3.11), we get crates from (3.4) only N"(1) -2N"( -2) =N" i 2N" i(2-)+N" i( -4) . N"( -1)=N" i{2) (3.8) (3.14) states with energy e"= -1. The remaining N"'~states have energies e" i for which (3.7) can be used, and these generate 2N"' i states of energies e"given by (3.7}. Thus, so far, knowing the spectrum at level n -1, we know the energies (and multiplicities) of Equations (3.11) and (3.14) have the solution
states. Thus we have
states at level n with unknown energies. These energies must be +2,1 [otherwise they would be related to e~" i i by (3.7)], and thus we must have N"(2)+N"( -2)+N"(1)=N" i+N" i(2)N" i( -4) .
(3.9)
We will immediately show that
(1) For all n N"( -4)=1.
(2) N"(2)=N" The spectrum and multiplicity of a system with n levels is thus generated from that of the system with n -1 levels by the algorithm outlined above, and summarized below.
N"(2) =N" Thus for the n-generation gasket 2' ' stands for the kth descendant of the @=2 state that resulted at the (n -k)th generation. This sequence of states is identified in Figs. 
8(a) -8(d).
For any initial energy tother than one that belongs to some cycle of (2.16)], a sequence generated by repeated application of (3.4) can be characterized as r)i, r)i,rli, . . . , with g; =+1 corresponding to the sign chosen when ( 3.7) is used for the ith time. All sequences that satisfy i)J ---1 for j&jo converge towards e= -4 (or he=0}.
For small enough b,e this convergence is governed by the eigenvalue of (2.15}at the fixed point; Nk(2)=3, and therefore N" (ikey')=3 . Obviously this same he' is reached at level n by applying (3.7) I times on the same initial eigenvalue, but evolved at level k+1; therefore N"(he')=3 +'. Thus -1. state a =n -k (but not on n or k separately). This suggests a straightforward orthogonalization procedure. 
The remaining two independent states loop around two of the holes that were created by our choice of boundary conditions.
We can obtain orthogonal functions by a Schmidt procedure always orthogonalizing a function belonging to a k hole to all those with larger values of k (smaller holes) which it intersects. This never generates an overlap between functions belonging to the same generation.
C. A lattice with a continuum spectrum functions are generated in later generations (as ek --2 or Ek=l) and are not even exponentially sensitive to the boundaries. It is interesting to see how this affects a problem with more general boundary conditions. We consider the lattice of gaskets (i.e. , each upward-pointing triangle of an infinite triangular lattice contains an nth-generation gasket). Thus instead of the three discrete solutions at stage zero we now have the continuum of eigenstates of the triangular lattice:
f'] =8 eq = -2cosq -4cos(q /2)cos(~3'/2), -6&eq &+3 .
In our analysis we used the convenient boundary conditions of Fig. 1 f(E) =(E+2)(E -I )/(2 -E), e'= -e(@+3) . Thus we see that G;~(E) will have poles at those values of E which after k iterations of (3.36) map onto e"k =2. It is straightfoward to show that for large n -k the residue -I.-k~& from the pole, e"k --2, is -e " where L"=2"is the distance, in terms of the smallest scale lattice spacings, between the two sites i,j. This result shows plausibly that the orthogonalized eigenstates with e"k --2 are exponentially localized. We would like to thank A. Aharony for advice and encouragement offered during the entire course of this work. In addition we had useful discussions with D. Mukamel 
